
WIPEOUT BLIND DATE 2013

Created by Matt Kunitz. With John Anderson, John Henson, Jill Wagner, Elias Contessotto. Couples on blind dates
tackle obstacles that include Love Birds.

Wipeout is hosted by John Henson and John Anderson. The "Small" characters have great Speed but little
Strength. Come compete on Wipe out for a blind date and have fun doing it! These first three categories all
have 6 different characters each; 3 females and 3 males, and each character having 3 different outfits. The
"Medium" characters have a more balanced amount of Speed and Strength, with neither one serving as the
dominant trait. There are four categories of characters, with each category having a certain amount of "Speed"
and "Strength" for the player, which varies based on their body sizes. Before creating and sending your video
audition, see the below flyer for instructions on what to do with the video. Over million votes were cast. Do
you think you can take on the Huge Red Balls and every other giant sizedâ€¦ and wet obstacle that this very
fun physical game show has to offer? In the game, the player can choose from 23 different characters. Today,
they announced they would be casting a blind date episode and are looking for singles to participate! The
fourth category is "Special," which has a high amount of Speed and Strength. Challenging level has players on
the Unclaimed Baggage, and the Extreme level has them on the Double Crosser. Wipeout, the hit ABC over
sized obstacle course competition show is coming back in and open casting calls for wipeout will begin in
January of  They go through the Qualifier round first, and advance to the Sweeper round second. Jill Wagner
is also on the show as the presenter. It was released on October 11,  Players must navigate around snow, ice,
foam, and fan-favorite obstacles like the Sucker Punch Wall and Big Balls; which are making their triumphant
returns alongside more than 50 others". It took full advantage of the Kinect remote and has ragdoll wipeouts
and different rounds from the Wii and DS version, such as Bruiseball. The show is taking submissions through
email as well as having an open casting call. The new game is described as "Offering updated, outrageous
course designs across all platforms with obstacles and effects taken straight from the show's summer and
winter seasons. The other is Play The Show, which means to play the game as they would in the show. Wanna
compete on Wipeout or know a single who does? There are 5 characters in this category, including the three
hosts. Tryout for Wipe Out Season 7 Coming in ! The game has commentary by Henson, Anderson and
Wagner, all three of whom are featured as unlockable playable characters. The game was released "in
conjunction with the premier of Wipeout's summer season on ABC" [40] on June 16,  Finally, they go through
the Wipeout Zone. If you know someone with an amazing personality that needs a date, send the casting team
an email! And the "Large" characters have great Strength but little Speed. Challenge mode is where the player
can challenge specific obstacles and attempt to beat them in a certain amount of time. The Wii game is
different from the show and its Nintendo DS counterpart in that there are only 4 contestants, and none are
eliminated during the first three rounds.


